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MC Config - 20190110142500

NEW Now also available in Japanese

ENHANCEMENT Improved online help: All fields on the When, Who and Admin tab, as well as the title, en/disable and RunType field in the Config 
database are now linked to corresponding articles on kbase.panagenda.com when pressing F1

ENHANCEMENT When-tab: The summary list of selected Conditions and Access Definitions is now scrollable in edit mode. Please note that 
unchecking entries in the summary list is intentionally not supported.

CHANGE The action title for A3.2. Desktop Icon & Replica has been changed to A3.2. Application/Mailfile

Actions of type A3.2. Application/Mailfile are now categorized as both "DesktopIcon" and "Application/Mailfile" in the view All 
Actions\by Type

CHANGE In views, actions are no longer displayed once per runtype, unless it makes sense.

Before, if an action had multiple runtypes, it would show up once for each. This was done for consistency's sake, even in views that 
did not benefit from it.
Now, the only view where it still shows up once per runtype is 'All Actions\by RT, Prio, Title'.

FIX Fixed an issue in Online Update where it would run into problems if an online available language is not available on the MC database

FIX Fixed an issue in the Profile document action; where the use of multiple time ranges lead to duplicate entries in the action XML

FIX Fixed an issue with Mailbased Install where not including a binary did not set EXTMGR_ADDINS in notes.ini

FIX Fixed an issue with Mailbased Install when having a license document without title

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT

Only for non-Essentials customers: If the MC Config database does not have the role [HideEssentials] yet, future Online Updates will 
add the role and assign it to all users who also have Role [Admin].

FIX Fixed an issue where Mailbased Install documents were flagged as Essentials even with an existing and enabled License document

FIX Fixed an issue in the DLL Update action; it was not working in all cases for Essentials customers

CHANGE Improved the layout of the dialog to en/disable conditions to better deal with long titles

FIX Fixed an issue where the dialog to en/disable conditions would display an error when being closed with the 'x' in the top right corner

FIX Fixed an issue where 'Modify Access Control in selected actions' did not work when removing more than 1 entry

This component release is part of MarvelClient 10.0

http://kbase-prod-01.panagenda.local:8090/kbase/display/mc/MC+10.0
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